Women’s Susceptibility to Tobacco Carcinogens and Survival After Diagnosis of Lung Cancer

International Early Lung Cancer Action Program Investigators*

IN 2006 IN THE UNITED STATES, it is estimated that lung cancer will cause 73,020 deaths in women, proportionately only slightly fewer than the estimated 90,470 deaths in men.1 Lung cancer now accounts for more deaths in women than any other cancer, more even than the second and third cancer killers (breast and colon cancer) combined.

Research to quantify the benefit of computed tomographic (CT) screening for lung cancer in preventing deaths is ongoing. We previously reported on the Early Lung Cancer Action Project (ELCAP) baseline screening study of 2490 high-risk persons, which indicated that women have a higher absolute risk for lung cancer than do men of the same age with the same history of smoking.2 There have been other studies indicating that women have a higher relative risk of getting lung cancer than men3-9; other studies disagree,10-12 the issue being the smoker vs nonsmoker risk ratio.

Sex differences in rates of survival following diagnosis of lung cancer have also been reported. Women have been reported to have higher survival rates regardless of the stage of the disease at diagnosis,9,12-21 the most recent evidence in the United States derived from the national Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database9 and a large cohort at the Mayo Clinic.21

Since our previous report, screening has continued at the original ELCAP institutions and has markedly expanded the amount of poolable data by institutions collaborating worldwide in the International Early Lung Cancer Action Project (I-ELCAP).22 In this article, we again address the lung cancer risk of women compared with men, accounting for age and history of smoking, but herein we also compare the rate of fatal outcomes between sexes.

METHODS

In our previous report, we addressed the risk for lung cancer in 1,202 women and 1,288 men using New York City data undergoing baseline screening at Joan and Sanford I. Weill Medical College of Cornell University in 1993-1999 (series 1).2 This report is based on a new
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Context It has been hypothesized that women are more susceptible to tobacco carcinogens than men, but after diagnosis of lung cancer, they have better survival rates than men.

Objective To add to the evidence on the lung cancer risk of women who smoke and their survival after diagnosis of lung cancer, conditional on other prognostic indicators and compared with men of the same age who smoke.

Design, Setting, and Participants Nonexperimental, etiologic study with prospective collection of data based on baseline computed tomographic screening for lung cancer and follow-up of diagnosed cases of lung cancer in North America in 1993-2005. A total of 7498 women and 9427 men were screened, all of whom were asymptomatic, aged at least 40 years, and had a history of cigarette smoking.

Main Outcome Measures Comparing women with men, the prevalence odds ratio (OR) for screen-detectable lung cancer (conditional on age and smoking history) and the hazard ratio of fatal outcome of lung cancer (conditional on smoking history, disease stage, tumor cell type, and resection).

Results Lung cancer was diagnosed in 156 women and 113 men (rates of 2.1% and 1.2%, respectively). The prevalence OR comparing women with men was 1.9 (95% confidence interval [CI], 1.5-2.5). The hazard ratio of fatal outcome of lung cancer comparing women with men was 0.48 (95% CI, 0.25-0.89).

Conclusion Women appear to have increased susceptibility to tobacco carcinogens but have a lower rate of fatal outcome of lung cancer compared with men.
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series of 14,435 persons (6,296 women and 8,139 men) undergoing baseline CT screening for lung cancer in North America in 1999–2005 (series 2), and also on both series combined (7,498 women and 9,427 men). The comparison of women with men as to fatal outcome of cancer is based on cases from both screening series combined. All of the screenees were asymptomatic volunteers with no history of cancer (other than nonmelanotic skin cancer) and fit to undergo thoracic surgery, were at least 40 years of age, and were past or current cigarette smokers. All of the participants gave informed consent for baseline and repeat screenings under institutional review board–approved protocols. The cohorts’ distributions by age and history of smoking are shown in Table 1.

Information about smoking history was recorded at the time of the initial CT baseline screening. Participants were asked about the following by an interviewer: the age at which habitual smoking began and whether the habit had continued to the last month; if smoking had continued, the daily number of cigarettes smoked in that month; and if smoking had not continued, the typical number of cigarettes smoked per day and the duration of the smoking history. Pack-years of smoking was calculated as the product of the number of cigarettes smoked per day divided by 20 and the number of years of smoking.

The protocol specified a diagnostic workup following a positive result of the initial low-dose CT, ie, the identification of a specified pattern of noncalcified nodules. Although updated since our prior report, this workup has remained essentially unchanged in its indications for biopsy: demonstration of tumor growth on the CT scan, positive positron emission tomographic scan result, or CT 1 month after the initial scan not showing resolution after antibiotic treatment; for nodules 15 mm or more in diameter, immediate biopsy was an option. A nodule’s diameter was calculated as the average of its length and width in the image showing its largest cross-section in the CT scan closest to the time of diagnosis.

The consensus diagnoses by a panel of 5 experts on lung pathology, following the I-ELCAP pathology protocol based on the 2004 World Health Organization criteria, are used in this article. For patients undergoing resection, diagnoses were based on the histology of the surgical specimens; for other patients, diagnoses were based on the cytology of the biopsy specimens.

The women vs men incidence density ratio for lung cancer was calculated as the ratio of the corresponding prevalence odds ratio (OR) (cancer present vs cancer absent), conditional on age and history of smoking. In logistic regression analysis to test the independent effect of patient sex after accounting for pack-years of smoking, disease stage, tumor cell type, and resection. This was performed using multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression analysis to test the independent effect of patient sex after accounting for pack-years of smoking at time of diagnosis, clinical stage of the disease (I, II+), cell type (adenocarcinoma, other non–small cell, small/large cell), and resection (yes, no).

All statistical analyses were performed using the SAS version 8.2 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC) statistical package.

### RESULTS

In the new series of 14,435 baseline screenings, lung cancer was diagnosed in 111 of 6,296 women and 93 of 8,139 men. Thus, for the crude women vs men prevalence OR, the point estimate was 1.6 (1.1/6296 – 1/111)/(93/8139 – 93); \( P = .001, 1\text{-sided} \). TABLE 2 shows the corresponding result from the logistic regression discrimination between the case (\( N = 204 \)) and the noncase (\( N = 14,231 \)) series, and also the result when controlling for age and pack-years of cigarette smoking. The OR for age and smoking was 1.7 (95% confidence interval [CI], 1.3–2.3). Combining the 2 series of baseline screenings, lung cancer was diagnosed in 269 cases...
The diagnoses were initially derived in the institutions in which the screenes were cared for, but in 222 of the 269 cases, the pathology specimens were independently reviewed by an expert panel of pulmonary pathologists. This panel confirmed all of the 222 cases as representing lung cancer, changing only the cell-type particulars in some of them. The low proportions of squamous and small cell carcinomas among the diagnosed cases were to be expected, as baseline screening less commonly leads to the detection of relatively fast-growing types, and also because there has been a shift to adenocarcinoma in cancer registry data in the United States and elsewhere.9,13-15,28,31

Thus, insofar as some of the diagnosed cases actually were symptomatic and differentially so between the sexes, this again more likely diluted rather than accentuated the apparent role of patient sex.

Third, could the higher prevalence of detected cancer in women have resulted from a generally lesser aggressiveness—lower rate of growth—of the women’s cancers compared with those of the men? Referring to Table 5, we note that for the slowest-growing malignancies, typical carcinoids and adenocarcinomas of the bronchioalveolar subtype, the proportions in women’s and men’s cases were 6% (9/156) and 4% (5/113), respectively. Also, for the fastest-growing type, small cell carcino-

Our results also raise other questions. First, could the pursuit of malignancy diagnosis have been more vigorous with women screenees? We see no reason to presume this: not only was the diagnostic protocol the same for the 2 sexes, but its recommendations were followed equally. Had the reading of the images been biased in favor of more common nodule detection in the women, this would have accentuated the frequency of relatively small tumors among the diagnosed cases in the women (being that relatively small nodules are less readily detectable), but the proportions of tumors under 10 mm in diameter were quite similar for women and men (0.11 [17/156] vs 0.09 [10/113], respectively).

Second, could women more commonly have presented themselves for screening on the prompting not merely of risk, but also the presence of cancer-suggestive symptoms? Again, we see no reason to presume this. Nevertheless, if this was the case, the largest tumors would have been relatively more common in the cases diagnosed in the women (as larger cancers are more likely to be symptomatic). But the proportion of tumors more than 20 mm in diameter was actually lower in the women than in the men (0.23 [36/156] vs 0.30 [34/113], respectively).

The incidence density (hazard) ratio of fatal outcome of lung cancer, women vs men, was 0.48 (95% CI, 0.25-0.89) (Table 6) when controlling for pack-years of smoking, disease stage, tumor cell type, and resection.

### Table 3. Distributions of Women and Men With Baseline Diagnosis of Lung Cancer According to Age, History of Smoking at Time of Diagnosis, Clinical Stage I of the Disease, and Resection*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Women (n = 156)</th>
<th>Men (n = 113)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, median (range), y</td>
<td>67 (47-84)</td>
<td>68 (49-83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pack-years of smoking, median (range), No.</td>
<td>47 (2-125)</td>
<td>64 (9-136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage I disease</td>
<td>139 (89)</td>
<td>90 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwent resection</td>
<td>125 (90)</td>
<td>79 (88)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are reported as No. (%) of participants unless otherwise noted.

Table 4. Distributions of Cases of Baseline Diagnosis of Lung Cancer by Tumor Diameter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumor Diameter, mm</th>
<th>Women (n = 156)</th>
<th>Men (n = 113)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>17 (11)</td>
<td>10 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>103 (66)</td>
<td>69 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>36 (23)</td>
<td>34 (30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The findings reported herein again indicate that the risk of lung cancer is higher in women who smoke than in men of the same age who smoke the same amount.

The diagnoses were initially derived in the institutions in which the screenees were cared for, but in 222 of the 269 cases, the pathology specimens were independently reviewed by an expert panel of pulmonary pathologists. This panel confirmed all of the 222 cases as representing lung cancer, changing only the cell-type particulars in some of them. The low proportions of squamous and small cell carcinomas among the diagnosed cases were to be expected, as baseline screening less commonly leads to the detection of relatively fast-growing types, and also because there has been a shift to adenocarcinoma in cancer registry data in the United States and elsewhere.9,13-15,28,31

The results of our analysis do involve some residual confounding by age and/or smoking, despite the data in Table 1, but this confounding is negative, resulting in a diluted association (Table 2). As for potential confounding by other airborne carcinogens, the exposures presumably are more common and more pronounced among men, with the consequent bias again diluting rather than accentuating the apparent role of sex.
noma, the corresponding proportions were 3% (4/156) and 11% (12/113), respectively. The degree of aggressiveness of the women's cancers thus tended to be slightly lower than that of the men's. But if in 10% of the women's cases the growth rate was, for example, one half of that in the men's cases, this would have made the prevalence OR (incidence density) no higher than 1.1. Table 5 clearly indicates that insofar as a given level of smoking causes lung cancer more commonly in women than in men, the excess cases are principally adenocarcinomas, as has been shown in other studies.9,13-15

The hypothesis that women may be more susceptible to tobacco carcinogens is biologically plausible.32,33 While evidence from some epidemiological cohort studies does not substantiate this idea,10-12 a subsequent study based on the national SEER registry9 again suggested the increased susceptibility of women. If additional studies add supporting evidence, the notion of women's susceptibility to tobacco carcinogens warrants serious consideration.

If lung cancer risk for women who smoke is indeed higher than the risk for men of the same age who smoke, as indicated by the evidence presented here, this suggests that antismoking efforts directed toward girls and women need to be even more serious than those directed toward boys and men. In the same vein, insofar as screening for lung cancer is practiced among smokers, female sex calls for screening at lower levels of smoking history than the corresponding indication threshold in men. Specifically, if men of a given age are to be screened if the number of pack-years of past smoking is at least \( X, \) the regression analysis of the 2 screening series combined suggests that the corresponding threshold for women would be \( X = 0.662 \times 0.0138 \times X = 48 \) pack-years, where 0.662 and 0.0138 are the fitted coefficients of the indicator of female sex and pack-years of smoking; that is, that the screening threshold for women of a given age should be 50 pack-years lower than that for men of the same age.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Type</th>
<th>No. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carcinoid, typical</td>
<td>6 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenocarcinoma (bronchoalveolar)</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenocarcinoma (other)</td>
<td>111 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>22 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non–small cell carcinoma, NOS</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carcinoid, atypical</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large cell carcinoma</td>
<td>5 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small cell carcinoma</td>
<td>4 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Cell Type Distribution of the Diagnosed Cases of Lung Cancer

It is well-established by the evidence accumulated over the past 20 years that women with lung cancer survive the disease better than men.19,12-20 and that this difference is more pronounced when the cancer is diagnosed at an early stage.18-20 Cancer stage at diagnosis, cell type, or treatment do not appear to be entirely explanatory of this difference.21 As 85% (229/269) of the cases considered here were clinical stage I at diagnosis, the fatality hazard ratio in favor of women, conditional for pack-years of smoking, disease stage, tumor cell type, and resection was more pronounced than those reported by others.22 Despite the conditionality, it is not clear whether this survival difference is because lung cancer in women tends to be more commonly curable or less malignant. If lung cancer is more commonly curable in women, then the need to screen women at a lower threshold than men is warranted. If lung cancer is less malignant in women, there may be less need to screen women at a lower threshold.

Table 6. Multivariate Cox Regression Analysis of 269 Baseline Diagnosed Cases of Lung Cancer for the Hazard Ratio of Fatal Outcome, Women vs Men by Controlled Covariates*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>Coefficient (SE)</th>
<th>Hazard Ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P Value†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>-1.12 (0.31)</td>
<td>0.33 (0.18-0.61)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking, stage, cell type, and resection</td>
<td>-0.75 (0.32)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.25-0.89)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval. *Coefficient of sex indicator: 1 if female, 0 otherwise. †Two-sided.
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